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Abstract 

Competing against rivals with better product qualities can increase firm-level 

productivity via a pro-competitive effect. This paper studies the impact of China’s 

export expansion on Indonesian firms’ productivity, paying particular attention to 

variation in China’s export quality. The paper develops a new procedure to measure 

firm-destination-product-year-level export quality, which is based on a theoretical 

framework highlighting firms’ optimal quality choice as the outcome of the trade-off 

between production cost and per-unit trade cost interacted with consumers’ taste for 

quality. The study then uses disaggregated data from Indonesia and China to construct 

a firm-specific indicator that measures quality competition from China faced by an 

Indonesian firm in the global market. The new measure allows studying how global 

quality competition from China over time affects an Indonesian firm’s productivity. 

The results suggest that increasing quality competition from China leads to increased 

firm-level total factor productivity of Indonesian firms. The results are robust when the 

analysis controls for output tariff, input tariff, and quality competition from other 

countries. The effect is more likely to emerge for less concentrated industries, and 

multi-product firms react to increased global quality competition from China by 

dropping products. The paper also finds that such an effect mainly exists in continuing 

firms. The results specify an important channel for productivity gains from trade 

through quality competition and reveal a new dimension for understanding the impact 

of China’s exports. 
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1 Introduction 

How competition from the international market affects the behavior of domestic firms and 

varieties is an important research theme in the trade and development literature. For 

example, Amiti and Konings (2007), Topalova and Khandelwal (2011), Amiti and 

Khandelwal (2013), and Yu (2015) document findings that import competition leads to 

increases in domestic firms’ productivity, or quality upgrading of varieties close to the 

technology frontier. Although this strand of literature has provided ample evidence, the 

effects of different margins of competition from the international market have not yet been 

well explored. An important margin of international trade patterns is the product quality of 

trade. Previous literature on quality in international trade is devoted to accurately inferring 

and measuring quality (Khandelwal, 2010; Hallak and Schott, 2011; Feenstra and Romalis, 

2014), or uses quality as a key mechanism to rationalize micro-level behavior (Verhoogen, 

2008; Kugler and Verhoogen, 2012) Because better quality is generally valued by 

consumers, the higher quality of goods produced by foreign competitors is likely to 

generate a pro-competitive effect on domestic firms. In this paper, we study whether 

increases in the product quality of foreign competitors can lead to increases in domestic 

firms’ productivity. 

China’s export boom has yielded tremendous influence on the world economy and 

provides an environment to perform our analysis. Most studies related to China’s exports 

focus on the effects of China’s exports on the labor market and consumers, paying 

relatively less attention to how China’s exports shape the behavior of local firms. 1 

Furthermore, existing studies primarily focus on the effects on developed economies, in 

particular the United States. This paper takes advantage of access to micro-level data from 

Indonesia and China. It develops a new procedure to measure the firm-product-destination-

year-level export quality of Chinese exporters, and empirically studies how variations in 

China’s export quality affect the productivity of Indonesian firms that compete in the same 

market. The paper focuses on a particular pro-competitive effect, namely, quality 

competition induced by foreign competitors, to generate new implications related to 

productivity gains from trade. The paper also provides a new perspective in understanding 

the effect of the “China shock” on firms in a developing economy. By documenting the 

effect of increases in quality competition from China on Indonesian firm productivity, we 

seek to characterize the impact of China’s exports on individual firms, which generally has 

not been thoroughly explored in past studies. 

As the largest member country of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, 

                                                   
1 For example, Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013); Pierce and Schott (2016); and Caliendo, Dvorkin, and 

Parro (2017) focus on Chinese exports’ effects on the U.S. labor market; Amiti, Dai, Feenstra and 

Romalis (2017) and Redding and Weinstein (2017) study how China’s export boom affects consumers’ 

welfare in the United States and Chile. 

 

 



Indonesia’s interaction and integration in international trade with China makes it extremely 

suitable for our research purpose. China’s exports account for a substantial market share in 

Indonesia. Of around 3,800 HS 6-digit products that Indonesia imports, 61.9% of them had 

non-zero imports from China in 2008, and 71.3% in 2012. Among the HS 6-digit products 

with positive imports from China, the average share of China in the total imports grew 

from 29.8% in 2008 to 33.5% in 2012. Meanwhile, around 95% of Indonesian firms did 

not use imported inputs from China during the sample period. China’s considerable 

penetration in the Indonesian market ensures the economic significance and sensibility of 

our results, and the scarce usage of imported inputs from China among Indonesian firms 

suggests that our focus on the output market rather than the input market captures the first-

order impact of China’s export quality variations on Indonesian firms. 

Inspired by Feenstra and Romalis (2014), we develop a procedure to measure micro-

level export quality by exploiting a firm’s trade-off between production cost and per-unit 

trade cost in a theoretical framework of optimal quality determination. Following Feenstra 

and Romalis (2014), we rely on the endogenous choice of quality for individual firms, and 

admit the impact of production efficiency, consumers’ taste for quality, input cost, and per-

unit shipping cost on quality choice. A cost minimization motive stemming from the trade-

off between production cost and per-unit shipping cost interacted with consumers’ taste for 

quality pins down optimal quality choice. A firm combines production inputs and shipping 

inputs to serve each market, and the relative amount of production inputs with respect to 

shipping inputs (quantity used to ship goods) suggests the relative cost of shipping adjusted 

by taste for quality.  

We use these relationships to construct firm-product (up to Harmonized System 6-digit 

level) -destination-year-level export quality from China that is comparable across markets 

and over time. Moreover, our data resource allows us to summarize the quality competition 

from China faced by an Indonesian firm in the output market (including the domestic 

market and various export markets) in a novel firm-level global quality competition 

measure. We then study how an increase in the firm-specific global quality competition 

measure for a firm over time affects its total factor productivity (TFP). Our results suggest 

that higher global quality competition from China induces an Indonesian firm to improve 

its TFP. The results are robust when we control for the potential effects of output tariff, 

input tariff, and quality competition from other countries. We further confirm the pro-

competitive effect by showing that such an effect is more likely to emerge for less 

concentrated industries, and that multi-product firms react to increased global quality 

competition from China by dropping products. We also find that such an effect mainly 

exists in continuing firms. 

Our paper joins the small but growing strand of literature studying the productivity gains 

from trade. Recent micro-level evidence suggests that substantial gains from trade originate 

from firm-level responses to trade policy transitions. One of the most prevalent and robust 



findings across countries is that tariff reductions improve firm productivity in the home 

country. Two mechanisms are well discussed. The first mechanism is the pro-competitive 

effect induced by output tariff reductions. When output tariffs decrease, domestic firms are 

faced with tougher competition in the domestic market and are forced to reduce 

inefficiency, generating productivity gains. The second mechanism is the input-facilitation 

effect induced by input tariff reductions. When input tariffs decrease, domestic firms can 

gain access to intermediate inputs with lower prices and higher qualities, especially for 

developing countries. Better access to imported inputs increases firm productivity as well.  

Amiti and Konings (2007) and Brandt, Van Biesebroeck, Wang and Zhang (2017) find 

that industry-level output and input tariff reductions both increase firm productivity for 

Indonesian and Chinese firms respectively. Topalova and Khandelwal (2011) construct 

firm-specific tariff measures and confirm these findings using Indian data. Using Chinese 

data, Yu (2015) finds that the effect of input tariff reductions on productivity is decreasing 

in firms’ share of processing trade.2 Amiti and Khandelwal (2013) also find that import 

competition helps to facilitate quality upgrading for products close to the quality frontier 

but depresses quality upgrading for products far from the quality frontier. Goldberg, 

Khandelwal, Pavcnik and Topalova (2009) find that input tariff reductions cause 

importation of more input varieties and therefore facilitate the productivity growth of the 

importing firms. In this paper, we specify a channel that has not been well-discussed in the 

existing literature. Import competition may result from the quantity margin or the quality 

margin. Although in the previous literature the effects of both margins are mixed, by 

directly measuring the quality competition from China faced by an Indonesian firm in the 

global market, we are able to quantify the effect of the quality margin on firm productivity. 

Our paper is also closely related to studies aiming at inferring and measuring product 

quality. Unit value has been used to measure product quality in many studies (Hallak, 2006; 

Schott, 2004; Manova and Zhang, 2012; Alessandria and Kaboski, 2011; and others). 

Khandelwal (2010) incorporates quality as a demand shifter in a discrete choice preference 

framework and generates an empirical specification to estimate import product quality 

using U.S. import trade data on quantity and price. The intuition is that, conditional on 

price, variety with higher market share should be assigned higher quality. Hallak and Schott 

(2011) generate a similar intuition that exports from a country with trade surpluses should 

be assigned higher quality. Khandelwal, Schott, and Wei (2013) incorporate quality as a 

demand shifter in a constant elasticity of substitution utility function and estimate export 

product quality conditional on destination, year, and product.3 Feenstra and Romalis (2014) 

                                                   
2 Processing trade refers to the production activity that the firm imports intermediate inputs, processes 

these inputs to produce outputs, and exports these outputs to other countries. Therefore, imported inputs 

(exported outputs) related to processing trade are defined as processing imports (exports). In contrast, 
inputs used for the production of ordinary exports are mainly from domestic market. 
3  Khandelwal, Schott, and Wei’s (2013) approach can identify variations in qualities of different 

varieties for a given destination, year, and product. However, because the comparison is conditional on 



jointly consider supply and demand and generate an aggregate quality index for each 

country in each product, which is comparable across countries.  

Similar to Feenstra and Romalis (2014), our approach is based on the trade-off between 

production cost and per-unit trade cost. The main difference between our approach and that 

of Feenstra and Romalis (2014) is that they rely on UN Comtrade data to estimate a 

country’s import/export quality-adjusted price index and quality index in each product. 

Instead, we use micro-level production and trade data to develop a procedure to measure 

firm-product-destination-year-level product quality. Therefore, we are interested in 

estimating product quality at the micro level; Feenstra and Romalis (2014) focus on 

differences in quality at the macro level. More importantly, our approach can be readily 

applied to a standardized micro-level production and trade data set. 

Broadly, our paper contributes to the study of how China’s surging exports impact other 

countries and extends the study of the “China shock” to firm-level reactions and behaviors. 

Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013) provide evidence suggesting that local labor markets in 

the United States that experience larger import penetration from China are associated with 

higher unemployment, lower labor force participation, and declining wages. Pierce and 

Schott (2016) highlight that China’s permanent most favored nation status granted by the 

United States after 2001 and the consequent surge of China’s exports to the United States 

caused higher employment loss in the United States. Caliendo, Dvorkin, and Parro (2017) 

use a quantitative general equilibrium framework featuring labor market dynamics and 

input-output linkages to examine the impact of China’s increasing exports to the U.S. 

market. They find that most manufacturing labor markets lose jobs, but welfare in general 

increases, because the United States has greater access to cheaper intermediate inputs from 

China. Amiti, Dai, Feenstra and Romalis (2017) find that the China trade shock reduced 

the U.S. price index and hence led to U.S. consumer welfare gain. The gain was driven by 

China’s permanent most favored nation status granted by the United States, and China’s 

decreased input tariffs.  

Studies related to firm behavior mainly focus on developed countries. Bloom, Draca, 

and Van Reenen (2016) find that China’s increasing exports to European countries induced 

more innovation activities by European firms. However, Autor, Dorn, Hanson, Pisano and 

Shu (2016) examine a similar issue for the United States and find the opposite results. 

Martin and Mejean (2014) find that competition from lower-wage countries tended to push 

French exporters to upgrade product quality. The literature on the impacts of China’s 

exports on other countries does not emphasize the reaction of firms and tends to focus on 

cases in developed countries.  

                                                   
destination, year, and product, it is unable to generate estimated qualities that are comparable across 

destinations or years. 

 

 



Our paper offers an alternative mechanism to understand the impact of China’s export 

growth. We pay attention to how increased product quality from China faced by Indonesian 

firms in the global market intensifies competition and triggers productivity improvement. 

We therefore contribute to the research agenda by characterizing the China shock from the 

quality perspective. Moreover, while existing studies are more concerned with North-South 

trade (Xu, 2003; Ing, 2009), our study is closely related to the economic outcomes of South-

South trade, in particular its implications for productivity growth. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical 

framework and measurement of China’s micro-level export quality. Section 3 describes 

our data and the construction of our key variables, including firm TFP and a firm-specific 

indicator that measures quality competition in the global output market from China faced 

by an Indonesian firm. Section 4 discusses our specification and identification, presents 

our baseline results, explores several potential mechanisms, and performs robustness 

checks. Section 5 concludes. 

2 Measuring China’s Export Quality 

In this section, we develop a new method for measuring export quality at the micro level. 

In our theoretical model, quality is the attributes of a product that increase consumer 

satisfaction, but is costly to produce, as in Hallak (2006); Verhoogen (2008); Khandelwal 

(2010); Hallak and Schott (2011); Johnson (2012); Khandelwal, Schott, and Wei (2013); 

Feenstra and Romalis (2014); and others. We first lay out the theoretical framework under 

which a firm’s optimal quality choice is determined in a cost minimization problem. The 

firm incurs two types of cost in serving customers: production cost and per-unit shipping 

cost. The cost of shipping relative to production determines the optimal quality level that 

minimizes the total cost. If the shipping cost is relatively high, then the firm tends to 

produce better-quality goods to avoid incurring too much shipping cost. Furthermore, 

because rich consumers value quality differently than poor consumers do, a firm also sets 

different qualities according to the income levels of the destinations. 

We show that the total quality units being served to customers require production inputs 

and shipping inputs, and the total physical units reveal information on the shipping inputs 

being used. Therefore, the ratio between total physical units and production inputs implies 

the cost of shipping relative to production. We exploit these relationships to estimate export 

quality. 

Our method differs from most of the existing literature, which mainly relies on the 

demand-side relationship between market share and price to identify quality. In particular, 

existing methods usually infer product quality as the residual of market share conditional 

on price and destination-year fixed effects. This implementation makes the estimated 

qualities not comparable across destinations and years. Our method can identify quality 

variations across firms, destinations, and years, in that we avoid using any destination-year 

fixed effects in the estimation procedure. Such a property is important for us to study how 



the variation in the quality of Chinese exports over time affects the productivity of 

Indonesian firms. 

2.1 Optimal Quality Choice in Cost Minimization 

We assume that the output of a firm is in terms of quality units. To be specific, total quality 

unit Q  is determined by the total physical unit q  and quality level per physical unit z , 

namely 

Q  q  z   #   
……(1) 

Quality z  determines the satisfaction level a consumer obtains when consuming one 

unit of a particular variety and is related to the attractiveness of that variety. We assume 

that Q  enters consumers’ utility U  and U  is increasing in Q . Therefore, quality 

increases consumers’ valuation of a particular variety and increases consumers’ utility. 

We assume that in each destination market k  there are multiple firms under 

monopolistic competition. Firms j  differ in exogenous production efficiency  j . Similar 

to Feenstra and Romalis (2014), the technology that is used to produce quality zjk  is 

assumed as the following: 

zjk  jljk  ak   #   
……(2) 

 ljk  is the quantity of effective composite inputs that the firm needs to produce quality 

zjk  for each unit of physical output.4 As suggested by Hallak (2006) and Fajgelbaum, 

Grossman and Helpman (2011), consumer’s valuation of quality also affects firms’ quality 

choice. We recognize this effect and explicitly build in this mechanism by introducing . 

ak  0  is consumers’ baseline valuation when ljk  0  and varies by k . This 

parameter characterizes how consumers in different markets evaluate the firm’s efforts in 

producing quality. To illustrate, suppose ak  al  for two markets served by firm j . To 

ensure that consumers in the two markets obtain the same satisfaction level, zjk  zjl , 

firm j  should invest more in market l  so that ljl  ljk . The inverse of ak  can 

therefore be interpreted as the taste for quality, and higher effort in ljk  is required to attract 

                                                   

4 We assume that ljk  is a combination of various inputs, for example, capital, labor, and intermediate 

inputs. w  is then defined as the composite input price associated with the combination of these inputs. 

In a later section, we describe how to construct the empirical counterpart of ljk  and the associated w . 

Here we simply regard ljk  as a composite input. 

ak



consumers with a higher taste for quality.5 We therefore assume that ak  is decreasing in 

per capita income in market k , to capture the association between per capita income and 

taste for quality. 

   measures the diminishing returns to production inputs in producing quality zjk , and is 

assumed to be between 0 and 1. Equation (2) implies the following unit cost function to 

produce one unit of physical output associated with quality level zjk  : 

cw, zjk, j  w  ljk  w
j

zjk

1
  ak   #   

……(3) 

Equation (3) states that, given the firm’s quality choice zjk , the unit cost to produce one 

unit of physical output is increasing in input price w , increasing in product quality zjk , 

and decreasing in production efficiency  j . 0    1  implies that quality 

upgrading is subject to diminishing marginal returns. As   increases, the marginal cost of 

upgrading quality decreases. Higher ak  suggests consumers’ higher valuation when 

ljk  0 , lower taste for quality given the same level of production inputs used, and 

therefore lower unit cost of production to be incurred given zjk . 

When selling goods to a particular destination k , firms are also subject to trade cost. 

There are two types of trade cost: per-unit shipping cost Tjk  (capturing additive trade 

costs such as shipping, transportation, and distribution costs), and iceberg trade cost jk  

(capturing multiplicative trade costs, such as tariffs). Tjk  reflects the transportation and 

distribution costs associated with destination k , and we allow it to vary across firms. As a 

result, the total cost of producing and shipping one unit of physical output, TC , becomes 

TCw, zjk, j, Tjk, jk  jkcw, zjk, j  Tjk  jk w
j

zjk

1
  ak  Tjk   #   

…

…(4) 

Given the total quality unit Qjk  that firm j  wants to produce to serve market k , the 

optimal quality zjk  minimizes the total cost of production and shipping, namely 

                                                   
5 Lower ak  suggests that consumers in market k  are more sensitive to variations in the firm’s 

quality effort ljk , and forces the firm to put more effort into producing quality. For example, compared 

with a poor country, a rich country has a stronger preference for apparel made of delicate materials with 

fashionable styles over basic-style apparel made of cotton. 

 

 



min
zjk ;q jk

TCw, zjk, j, Tjk, jkqjk s.t. Qjk  qjk  zjk

 min
zjk

TCw, zjk, j, Tjk, jk
Qjk

zjk
  #   

……(5) 

This motivation can be justified in a world where the consumer relies on the total quality 

units she consumes to derive utility. The optimal quality zjk  therefore minimizes the cost 

to produce and ship one quality unit: 

min
zjk

TCw, zjk, j, Tjk, jk
zjk

 jk

w
 j

zjk

1
  ak  Tjk

zjk

 

The optimal quality is thus: 

zjk   
1  


Tjkj

w  ak   #   

……(6) 

Equation (6) suggests that quality is increasing in the term 
Tjk j

w  ak . We define this 

term as firm-specific “cost of shipping relative to production.” This is intuitive because 

this term increases when per-unit shipping cost Tjk  increases or when firm-specific 

production cost 
w
 j  decreases. When such a relative cost is high, the firm tends to embed 

more quality units into a single physical unit and avoid incurring too much shipping cost. 

A decrease in production input cost w  or increase in firm production efficiency  j  

causes a similar effect, because the effective production cost decreases. Furthermore, when 

consumers have higher taste for quality (lower ak  ), the firm also endogenously supplies 

higher quality. Higher taste for quality offers lower baseline per-unit valuation on a 

particular product, equivalent to higher per-unit cost for a firm to maintain its consumers 

at a given level of satisfaction. Therefore, higher taste for quality acts as a per-unit cost 

wedge and introduces economies of scale in quality upgrading. 

The trade-off between average production cost and average shipping cost (and the wedge 

due to taste for quality) therefore determines the optimal quality. Higher shipping cost 

associated with a destination induces the firm to ship better-quality goods to that 

destination. This is the within-firm “Washington apple effect.” Lower input cost induces 

firms to upgrade quality, and more productive firms tend to produce higher-quality goods. 

Moreover, the firm tends to serve high-income markets with higher-quality products. This 

property captures the idea that high-income countries demand high-quality goods. 

The optimal quality in log is therefore: 



ln zjk   ln
Tjk

w  ak
j

   lnj   ln 
1  

  #   

……(7) 

With the optimal quality solved, the production inputs used for each physical unit ljk  

are 

ljk 
zjk

1


j
 

1  


Tjk

w  ak
j


 

Therefore, we can define the total amount of production inputs used to produce qjk  

units of physical output with quality level zjk  as X jk , taking into account the iceberg trade 

cost. Namely, 

Xjk  jkqjkljk  
1  


Tjk

w  ak
j

jkqjk

 

Defining free-on-board (FOB) physical units as qjk
  jkqjk  and rearranging, we get  

Xjk

qjk
  

1  


Tjk

w  ak
j

   #   

……(8) 

This expression suggests that the ratio between the firm’s spending on production inputs, 

wXjk , and spending on shipping inputs, Tjk  wak
 j

qjk


, is constant. The per-unit 

shipping cost is adjusted by the taste for quality in market k , as we highlight that higher 

taste for quality (lower ak  ) acts as a per-unit cost wedge that increases the firm’s actual 

per-unit cost in serving consumers. Such a relationship stems from the firm’s cost 

minimization behavior. 

The total FOB quality unit, Qjk
  qjk

 zjk , is 

Qjk
  qjk

  
1  

Tjkj

w  ak  jXjkqjk
1   #   

……(9) 

Therefore, total quality units produced and shipped, Qjk


, are obtained by combining 

production inputs X jk  and shipping inputs qjk


. Productivity  j  acts as a production 

input-augmented technology advancement. Using the ratio between production inputs and 

shipping inputs and the total FOB quality units, we rearrange and arrive at the following 

equations: 



ln qjk
  ln Xjk  ln

Tjk

w  ak
j

  ln 
1  

ln Qjk
  1   ln qjk

   ln Xjk   lnj

  #   

  #   
……(10) 

……(11) 

2.2 Estimating Quality 

With the subscripts indicating different products g  (defined as HS 6-digit products) and 

year t , the expressions for physical units qjkgt


 and quality units Qjkgt


 become: 

ln qjkgt
  ln Xjkgt  ln

Tjkgt

wgt


akgt

jgt
  ln

g

1  g

ln Qjkgt
  1  g ln qjkgt

  g ln Xjkgt  g lnjgt  jkgt

  #   

  #   
……(12) 

……(13) 

where jkgt  is a mean-zero error term due to measurement error in the dependent variable 

or the idiosyncratic random output shocks that are realized after all the input decisions are 

made. 

We now turn to additional parametric assumptions on the structure of composite input 

Xjkgt . Following Ackerberg, Caves, and Frazer (2015), we assume Xjkgt  to be Leontief in 

materials, as in Equation (14): 

Xjkgt  minKjkgt

g  Ljkgt

1g
, g  Mjkgt   #   

……(14) 

 Kjkgt , Ljkgt , and Mjkgt  are capital, labor, and materials, respectively, used by firm j  

to produce product g , which is shipped to k  in year t . Capital and labor are assumed to 

be substitutable for each other with constant returns to scale, while materials are not 

substitutable for capital or labor. This production specification is defined as structural 

value-added and is motivated by Ackerberg, Caves, and Frazer (2015) and Gandhi, Navarro, 

and Rivers (2016).6 

                                                   
6  The reason for specifying a structural value-added specification rather than a gross output 

specification (where the materials enter a Cobb-Douglas production function together with capital and 

labor) is that under the scalar unobservable assumptions, without further restrictions, the gross 

production function cannot be identified. This argument is shown by Bond and Soderbom (2005) for 

the case of a Cobb-Douglas production function, and Gandhi, Navarro, and Rivers (2016) for more 
general cases. 

 



The implied cost for a unit of composite input, wgt , is therefore: 

wgt 
rgt

M

g
 

rgt
K

g
g

rgt
L

1  g
1g   #   

……(15) 

 rgt
M

, rgt
K

 and rgt
L

 are the prices of one unit of effective material, capital, and labor, 

respectively. Equation (14) simply states that 

ln Xjkgt  g ln Kjkgt  1  g ln Ljkgt   #   
……(16) 

The cost share of capital g  is assumed to be dependent on g  to reflect different 

production technologies across different products. Each g  lies between 0 and 1. We 

combine Equations (16), (12), and (13) to generate 

ln qjkgt
  g ln K jkgt  1  g ln Ljkgt  ln

Tjkgt

wgt


akgt

jgt
  ln

g

1  g

ln Qjkgt
  1  g ln qjkgt

  gg ln K jkgt  g1  g ln Ljkgt  g lnjgt  jkgt

  #   

  #   

……(17) 

……(18) 

We use an iteration procedure to estimate ln zjkgt . The iteration procedure consists of 

three equations, namely Equations (7), (17), and (18). With Kjkgt , Ljkgt  and qjkgt


 

available, given g , g  and lnjgt , we can estimate ln
Tjkgt

wgt
 akgt

 jgt
  according to 

Equation (17). The estimated ln
Tjkgt

wgt
 akgt

 jgt
, together with lnjgt  and g , forms an 

estimate for ln zjkgt  according to Equation (7). Combining ln zjkgt  and ln qjkgt


 we again 

can estimate Equation (18) to update estimates of g , g  and lnjgt . 

We develop a five-step iteration procedure to implement the estimation as follows: 

Step 1. Given the values of 

 g

n

 and 
g

n

 (superscript denotes the nth  iteration), 

compute the estimated value of ln
Tjkgt

wgt
 akgt

 jgt

n

 according to Equation (17): 
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Step 2. Construct the estimate of product quality ln

z jkgt

n

 according to Equation (7), 

given the values of lnjgt
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 and ln
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Step 3. Generate the estimate of ln Qjkgt


n

, namely, 

ln Qjkgt


n

 ln

z jkgt

n  ln qjkgt


 

Step 4. Estimate Equation (18) to generate updated estimates of lnjgt

n1

, 

g

n1

 and 
g

n1

 : 

ln Qjkgt


n

 1 

g

n
 ln qjkgt

 

g

n1
lnjgt

n1



g

n1g
n1

ln Kjkgt 

g

n1
1  g

n1 ln Ljkgt

 

Using ordinary least squares (OLS) to estimate Equation (18) may incur potential 

simultaneity bias, since inputs ln Kjkgt  and ln Ljkgt  might be correlated with production 

efficiency lnjgt . To mitigate the potential simultaneity bias, we use the control function 

approach proposed by Ackerberg, Caves, and Frazer (2015) (ACF henceforth). We use 

intermediate inputs as the proxy variable.7  In Appendix A, we describe in detail the 

algorithm used to implement the control function approach with intermediate inputs (or 

materials) as the proxy variable. The estimation delivers updated estimates of lnjgt

n1

, 

g

n1

 and 
g

n1

. 

Step 5. If the following convergence condition is not met, repeat Steps 1 to 4. 

                                                   
7 We use intermediate inputs rather than investment as the proxy variable in the control function 

because depreciation for Chinese manufacturing firms is missing during 2008 to 2010. We have to 
assume that firm-level depreciation rates are the same for an industry in a year and rely on the industry-

level depreciation rate to calculate real capital stock at the firm level. Consequently, the constructed 

investment variable reflects our assumption on the depreciation rate and might be less precise. 
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 tolerance  is set to be 0.0001. Once convergence is achieved, repeat Steps 1 and 2 to 

generate the final estimate of product quality ln zjkgt . 

We implement the iteration procedure for each HS 4-digit product and obtain estimates 

of ln zjkgt  for each Chinese exporter j  selling product  in each destination k  in year 

t .8 Different from quality estimated using a demand-side approach, ln zjkgt  is comparable 

across destinations and years. This property allows us to construct a quality competition 

index that captures quality shocks over time. 

To ensure that the measures of quality across different products g are comparable, we 

normalize the estimated quality by subtracting ln zjkgt  from the “reference quality level” 

in its own product category, which we define as the 5% quantile of the quality distribution 

of product g  in the year when product g  first appears in the sample:9 

qualjkgt  ln zjkgt  ln zg0
5%   #   

……(19) 

The normalization makes qualjkgt  comparable across products g  in the sense that it is 

the deviation with respect to a common benchmark in each product g . We proceed to 

aggregate micro-level quality qualjkgt  to the destination-product-year level by calculating 

the value-weighted average: 

qualkgt 


j
Rjkgt
  qualjkgt


j

Rjkgt


  #   

……(20) 

where Rjkgt


 is firm j  's sales of product g  to destination k  in year t . Therefore, 

                                                   
8 In principle, we can perform the estimation for each HS 6-digit product. However, since the average 

sample size for each product gets smaller, moving from aggregate classification to disaggregate 

classification, we fail to generate sensible estimates for some HS 6-digit products due to insufficient 

observations. We therefore perform the estimation at the HS 4-digit level to incorporate as much trade 

volume as possible, while at the same time preserving substantial variations in production technologies 

across products. 
9 For example, before normalization, we cannot compare a pencil’s quality with a car’s quality. After 

such a normalization, we can at least say that a pencil’s quality ranking in its own category is higher 

than a car’s quality ranking in its own category. 

 

 

g



qualkgt  captures the quality impact from China in product g  to a particular destination 

k  in year t . 

3 Data and Variable Construction 

Our empirical analysis employs several disaggregated data sets to calculate our key 

variables. In this section, we first describe the sources of our data sets. We then present 

how we construct the two key variables: Indonesian firm TFP and a firm-level indicator to 

measure global quality competition from China. 

3.1 Data Sources 

3.1.1 Chinese Data 

We rely on the Chinese product-level trade data set and Chinese firm-level production data 

to construct micro-level estimated export quality qualjkgt  and qualkgt . The Chinese 

product-level trade data set comes from the General Administration of Customs of China 

(Chinese Customs data set, CC). The CC data set records information on export dollar 

value, export quantity, destination, product category up to the HS 8-digit level, and export 

mode for each exporter. The time span we have access to is from 2000 to 2013. As noted 

by Yu (2015) and Dai, Maitra, and Yu (2016), in China, processing exporting possesses 

entirely different production features from ordinary exporting. Ordinary exporters are in 

charge of the whole production procedure and typically rely on local inputs. Processing 

exporters sign contracts with foreign counterparties; carry out the tasks of manufacturing, 

processing, and assembly; and are heavily dependent on imported intermediate inputs that 

are usually provided by their foreign counterparties. Therefore, the quality and technology 

embedded in processing exports may largely reflect those of the foreign counterparties. To 

avoid unnecessary complication induced by the mixture of export mode, we focus on the 

impact of ordinary exporting. We combine each firm’s export value and volume to the HS 

2007 6-digit level to each destination in each year before constructing China’s firm-

product-year-level export quality. 

Chinese firm-level production data are collected and maintained by China’s National 

Bureau of Statistics. We call this the ASM data set, for the Annual Survey of Manufacturers. 

The data set covers all state-owned industrial firms and all non-state-owned industrial firms 

with annual sales exceeding a certain threshold (RMB 5 million from 1998 to 2010, and 

RMB 20 million from 2011 to 2013). Therefore, the ASM data set consists of large and 

medium-size enterprises.10 The data set records comprehensive production information 

                                                   
10 We admit the limitation that some small manufacturers also export, which may not be included in 

the ASM sample. However, since most of the trade volumes come from large manufacturers, we assume 

that neglecting those small exporters does not give rise to systematic measurement errors on aggregate 

export quality. 

 

 



(gross output, material inputs, employment, export sales, and other firm characteristics) 

and financial information (assets, fixed assets, and other variables). The data set spans from 

1998 to 2013. All firms are classified according to the China Industrial Classification (CIC 

henceforth) at the 4-digit level, which is comparable to the International Standard Industry 

Classification (ISIC henceforth) 4-digit industries. 

We acknowledge the shortcomings of the ASM data set, according to Brandt, Van 

Biesebroeck, and Zhang (2012) and Feenstra, Li, and Yu (2014). A part of the sample in 

ASM suffers from missing or misleading information. Hence, we conduct a data-filtering 

procedure before using the data. Following Yu (2015), we delete observations that have 

missing values in assets, net value of fixed assets, sales, gross output, or firm identity 

number; greater value in current assets than total assets; greater value in fixed assets than 

total assets; greater value in net value of fixed assets than total assets; or establishment 

month less than 1 or greater than 12. 

A point worth noting is that the CC data set has a different coding system for firm 

identity number from that in the ASM data set. We therefore follow Yu (2015) to match 

the two data sets using firms’ Chinese name, as well as firms’ zip code and last seven digits 

of the phone number. 

The matched data set contains all the variables needed for the calculation of export 

quality. Firm-level number of employees Ljt  and materials inputs Mjt  are available. 

Firm-level real capital stock K jt  is constructed via the perpetual inventory method 

proposed by Brandt, Van Biesebroeck, and Zhang (2012).11 Firm j  ‘s FOB sales and 

quantity of product g  in destination k  in year t , Rjkgt


 and qjkgt


, are also available. 

We proxy Kjkgt  and Ljkgt  using the following formula:12 

                                                   
11 This is done for the sample period when firm-level depreciation is available. We use the actual 

reported depreciation in the perpetual inventory method. For the sample period when firm-level 

depreciation is missing (2008–10), we calculate the depreciation rate at the CIC 2-digit industry level 

(increase in accumulated depreciation of the whole industry in that year divided by fixed assets at 

original price of the whole industry in that year), and use this depreciation rate to calculate firm-level 

depreciation and conduct the perpetual inventory method. 
12 We admit that such an approximation can be subject to measurement error because the input share 

of a product (to a market) is not necessarily proportional to the revenue share of that product (to that 

market). Therefore, when estimating the production function of quality units, we exploit the variations 

in input uses across firms to identify the parameters. 

 

 



K jkgt 
Rjkgt
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Rjt
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……(21) 

……(22) 

where 
Rjt
  

k,g
Rjkgt


. 

We need an initial guess for the values of lnjgt

0

, 

 g

0

, and 
g

0

 to initialize the 

estimation. The initial guess for production efficiency lnjgt

0

 is obtained by estimating 

Equation (23) for each CIC 2-digit industry separately, using the ACF algorithm 

ln Rjt
  lnjt

Initial  K ln Kjt  L ln Ljt   #   
……(23) 

where we take lnjgt

0
 lnjt

Initial
. We then obtain the estimated lnjgt

0

, 
K , and 

L . 

The initial estimated 
g

0

 is computed as in Equation (24): 

g
0 

KK  L

  #   

……(24) 

For 

 g

0

, Feenstra and Romalis (2014) provide estimates for each SITC 4-digit level 

product. We map their estimated values onto the HS 6-digit level to generate 

g

FR

 as the 

initial value for g . Among the 750 HS 4-digit products that we estimate, the mean and 

median values of g  are 0.553 and 0.542, and the standard deviation is 0.104. 

As unit value has been used to measure quality by many previous studies, we first 

investigate how our measure of quality varies with unit value. Specifically, we estimate the 

following specification: 

ln uv jkgt  1 ln zjkgt  2 ln zjkgt  Diffg  kgt  jkgt   #   
……(25) 

We introduce an interaction term of our measured quality and a dummy indicating 

whether product g  is differentiated. kgt  are the destination-product-year fixed effects. 



The definition of Diffg  follows Rauch (1999).13 1  is expected to be positive, because 

for most products, price should be increasing in quality. 2  is also expected to be positive. 

The intuition is that among differentiated products, the variations in prices should be more 

informative in signaling the variations in qualities. 

[Table 1 here] 

Table 1 reports the estimation results. Both 1  and 2  are estimated to be positive at 

the 1% significance level. This suggests that our measured quality is positively associated 

with unit value, and such a positive correlation is stronger for differentiated goods than for 

homogeneous goods. 

We provide a simple description of the median qualjkgt  evolution for each CIC 2-digit 

industry in Table A1 from 2008 to 2012, the period for which we carry out the analysis 

with Indonesian firm-level data. Most of the industries increase export quality during the 

sample period. However, there are substantial variations in the evolution of China’s export 

qualities across industries, with leather and communication & computers experiencing the 

largest increases in export quality, and petroleum and ferrous metals experiencing the 

largest declines. 

3.1.2 Indonesian Data 

We use the Indonesian firm-level production data to construct firm-level TFP. The 

Indonesian firm-level production data are from the Manufacturing Survey of Large and 

Medium-sized Firms (Survey Industry, or SI). We call this data set the Indonesian firm 

data set, IFD, which is issued by Statistics Indonesia (Badan Pusat Statistik). The survey is 

conducted every year, covering all manufacturers in Indonesia with more than 20 

employees. The data period that we have access to is from 2008 to 2012. The IFD data set 

contains firm-level information on output, expenditure on domestic and imported materials, 

capital, employment, domestic sales, export and import status, shares of exports and 

imports, and other firm characteristics, which are essential for us to construct Indonesian 

firm TFP. 

Indonesian product-level data are also available from 2008 to 2012. This data set is also 

provided by Statistics Indonesia. The product-level data record information on domestic 

sales, export (import) dollar value, export (import) volume, destination (source), and 

product category up to the HS 10-digit level for each firm in each year. We aggregate each 

firm’s domestic sales and export value (converted to Indonesian rupiahs) to each 

                                                   

13 If a product is defined as differentiated by Rauch (1999), we let Diffg  1 . If a product is defined 

as reference-priced or open exchange, we let Diffg  0 . We use the “conservative” classification 

by Rauch (1999). 

 

 



destination (including the domestic market) in each year to the HS 2007 6-digit level before 

constructing the firm-specific indicator that measures global quality competition from 

China (elaborated in section 3.3), since the HS 6-digit level is the most disaggregated 

product level compatible across countries. 

An important note is that the firm identity numbers in the Indonesian product-level trade 

data use the same coding system as those in the IFD data set. Therefore, we can easily 

match the product-level information with the SI data set using firm identity numbers (Kode 

Identitas Pendirian Usaha). 

3.2 Measures of TFP 

We use the IFD data to construct firm-level TFP by estimating a Cobb-Douglas production 

function for each ISIC rev.4 2-digit industry: 

yit  kk it  llit  m m it   it  it   #   
……(26) 

where yit , k it , lit , and m it  are firm i  's deflated output value, real capital, number of 

production workers, and deflated materials in year t  in log, respectively.  it  is the log 

TFP we aim to estimate. 

To construct industry-level output deflators, we first manually concord the Wholesale 

Price Index (WPI) with the ISIC rev.4 2-digit industry level. We then average the WPI 

within each ISIC rev.4 2-digit industry to generate industry-specific output deflators 

following Amiti and Konings (2007), where the WPI price indices are obtained from the 

CEIC database. We then use the output deflators to deflate the nominal output of the firm 

and take log to obtain yit . 

We use the industry-specific output deflators to construct industry-specific input 

deflators. We obtain each industry’s domestic input shares, from itself and other industries, 

using the Indonesian input-output table. We then construct domestic input deflators for 

each industry by weighting all industries’ output deflators with their cost shares as 

intermediate inputs in the particular industry. The weighted deflators are therefore 

industry-level domestic input deflators. We generate imported input deflators through a 

similar procedure, assuming the input-output structure is identical for domestic and 

imported inputs, since the information on input-output linkage is not available for imported 

goods. Industry-level imported price indices are obtained from the CEIC Premium database. 

m it  is obtained by summing firm i  's expenses on domestic materials deflated by 

domestic input deflators and firm i  's expenses on imported materials deflated by 

imported input deflators in year t  and taking log. 

While a firm reports its capital stock in nominal value, we need to construct capital 

deflators to calculate the real value. We first deflate firm i  ’s different types of capital in 



year t  (including land, buildings, vehicles, machinery, and other capital) using the 

corresponding WPI.14 Summing the different types of deflated capital and taking log, we 

obtain k it . The labor input, lit , is simply firm i  ’s number of production workers in year 

t  in log. 

We follow the algorithm of Amiti and Konings (2007) and adopt Olley and Pakes’ 

algorithm (1996) to estimate the production function and calculate TFP. Using OLS to 

estimate the production function suffers from endogeneity, because a production input 

decision, such as the amount of labor, is likely to be affected by firm productivity. Thus, 

in an OLS estimation, the right-hand-side variables are correlated with the residuals. Using 

investment as a proxy variable to construct a control function, Olley and Pakes’ (1996) 

algorithm can tackle this simultaneity problem. Moreover, Olley and Pakes (1996) also 

deal with selection bias resulting from firms’ exit decision. 

As in Amiti and Konings (2007), we allow the firm’s export and import decisions to 

affect the firm’s investment decision, and therefore incorporate them into the Olley-Pakes 

algorithm. Specifically, exporting and importing may involve fixed costs related to 

searching for suitable customers and suppliers, therefore affecting the firm’s investment 

decision. We also allow the control function to be year-specific; therefore, our estimation 

reflects potential effects of aggregate shocks during the sample period, for example, the 

financial crisis.15 

We describe our augmented algorithm in detail in Appendix B. We conduct the 

augmented Olley-Pakes algorithm for each ISIC rev.4 2-digit industry. We then construct 

firm i  's TFP in log in year t  as follow: 

ln TFPit  yit 

kk it 


llit 


m m it

 

3.3 Global Quality Competition Indicator 

We construct a firm-specific index to measure the effect of global quality competition from 

China on Indonesian firms. The index, GQCit , is as follow: 

                                                   
14 The WPI is not available for land and other capital, so we replace it with the Indonesian Consumer 

Price Index. 
15 To ensure robustness, we also use labor productivity, TFP calculated using the Levinsohn-Petrin 

algorithm, and TFP calculated using the Ackerberg-Caves-Frazer algorithm in our analysis. 
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v ikg0
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……(27) 

where v ikg0  is firm i  ’s sales of product g  in destination market k  (including the 

domestic market) in the initial year when firm i  first appears in the data set. Therefore, 

GQCit  is the Bartik-type (1991) weighted average quality of China’s exports, with the 

weight being the share of each product-destination combination in firm i  ’s total sales in 

the initial year. 

 GQCit  summarizes the quality competition from China faced by a particular 

Indonesian firm across all markets (defined by product-destination combination kg  ). 

There are two sources of variation in GQCit . First, in each product-destination pair, 

quality competition from China is tough when qualkgt , the weighted average export 

quality of China in market kg , is high. qualkgt  reflects the intensity of quality 

competition from China in market kg  faced by an Indonesian firm. Second, the firm’s 

sales composition (in the initial year) also induces variations in GQCit . If the firm sells a 

large fraction of its products in a particular market kg  where China’s export quality is 

high, the firm is faced with tougher quality competition from China compared with another 

firm selling only a tiny fraction of its products in market kg . The use of the initial weight 

eliminates the potential endogeneity problem that the firm might adjust its sales 

composition across markets in response to quality competition from China qualkgt . 

GQCit  therefore captures the quality competition effects in different markets (for example, 

China’s export quality to the U.S. market could be higher than that to the Indonesian market, 

so the quality competition is tougher in the United States for an Indonesian firm), and the 

quality competition effects due to different sales compositions (for example, a firm that 

initially sells 80% of its products in the United States and 20% in Indonesia could 

experience larger impact than a firm that initially sells 80% of its products in Indonesia and 

20% in the United States). 

Table 2 reports the evolution of firm-level TFP and firm-specific GQCit  over the 

whole sample period. Both variables increase from 2008 to 2012. The mean and median 

TFPs grow by 30% and 21%, respectively. The mean and median values of GQCit  grow 

by 14% and 20%, respectively. We also report the evolution of firm-level normalized TFP 

over the sample period. The mean and median normalized TFP grow by 16% and 14%, 

respectively.16 Figure 1 plots the evolution of median GQCit  and median normalized log 

                                                   
16 As suggested by Arkolakis (2010), TFPs in levels might not be comparable across industries. We 

compute the average log TFP for each ISIC 2-digit industry. We then subtract the industry-specific 



TFP across years. 

[Table 2 here] 

4 Empirical Analysis 

In this section, we first lay out the empirical specification to study how the quality 

competition shock from China affects Indonesian manufacturers’ TFP and highlight our 

identification strategy. We then present our empirical results for the baseline specification. 

We include potential confronting factors, such as the output tariff, input tariff, and quality 

competition from other countries. We then explore several mechanisms through which the 

quality competition shock may impact productivity, including trade status, industrial 

concentration, product turnover, and extensive margin. We conclude by offering several 

robustness checks of our main results, including alternative measures and alternative 

specifications. 

4.1 Specification and Identification 

Our main specification of interest is the following: 

ln TFPit    GQCit1  i  rt  it   #   
……(28) 

Equation (28) adopts the two-step approach used by Pavcnik (2002), Amiti and Konings 

(2007), Brandt, Van Biesebroeck, Wang and Zhang (2017), and others. We estimate 

ln TFPit  in the first step and Equation (28) in the second step. Since an industry’s rapid 

TFP growth might intensify the competition in that industry and thus raise the threshold 

for entering that market, there might be a potential reverse causality problem between 

ln TFPit  and GQCit . For instance, if Indonesia experiences rapid TFP growth in the 

textile industry, then it is relatively more difficult for Chinese firms to break into 

Indonesia’s domestic textile market, or any markets to which Indonesian textile firms are 

selling. As a result, only those Chinese firms producing high-quality goods can compete in 

these markets, raising China’s export quality to these markets via a selection mechanism, 

and thus contaminating our identification by introducing a causal relationship running from 

ln TFPit  to GQCit . We alleviate the potential endogeneity problem by lagging GQC  for 

one period, since the future value of ln TFPit  is unlikely to affect the past value of 

GQCit1 . Firm fixed effects i  and island-year fixed effects rt  are also included. The 

residual it  is assumed to be uncorrelated to all the explanatory variables. Taking 

differences yields: 

                                                   

average log TFP from firm-level log TFP to obtain normalized TFP ln TFPit
Normalized

. 

 

 



 ln TFPit    GQCit1  Xit  rt  it   #   
……(29) 

Our first-difference strategy removes the firm-specific fixed effects i . We pay 

particular attention to the estimate of  , the coefficient of the change in the firm-level 

global quality competition index from China GQCit1 , on the change in firm-level log 

TFP. We also include firm-level control variables X it  in the specification, including 

dummies indicating whether the firm is foreign-owned ( FIEit  ), an exporter ( FXit  ), 

and an importer ( FMit  ). The inclusion of rt  suggests that we are exploiting the 

variation in trends across firms, taking out the island-year-specific trends (and firm-specific 

intercepts). A positive   thus implies that a firm experiencing rapid growth of GQC  

relative to the island-year mean growth is more likely to have higher TFP growth than a 

firm experiencing mild growth of GQC  relative to the island-year mean growth. Standard 

errors are clustered at the firm level. 

4.2 Baseline Results 

We estimate Equation (29) under various specifications and report the results in Table 3. 

In column 1, we find that an increase in GQCit1  is associated with significant TFP 

growth at the 1% significance level. In columns 2 and 3, we include FIEit , and FXit  and 

FMit , respectively, and the effect of GQCit1  persists. In column 4, we include FIEit , 

FXit , and FMit  in the specification and the point estimate of GQCit1  remains positive 

and significant at the 1% level. In columns 5 and 6, we include year fixed effects and island-

year fixed effects, and the economic and statistical significance of GQCit1  barely 

changes. 

Our baseline results suggest that intense quality competition from China raises 

Indonesian firms’ TFP in a nontrivial manner. The main message remains when controlling 

for ownership, trade status, firm fixed effects, and island-year fixed effects. In later sections, 

we argue that this effect operates through a pro-competitive mechanism to improve firm 

TFP. 

[Table 3 here] 

We continue to incorporate additional variables into our baseline specification. Amiti 

and Konings (2007) document that output and input tariffs are important determinants of 

firm TFP. We therefore construct firm-level measures of output and input tariffs and 

control for them in our regression. 

Specifically, the firm-level output tariff it
O

 and input tariff it
I

 are constructed as 

follows: 



it
O  1 


g

v ig0
O  tariffgt


s

v is0
O



it
I  1 


g

v ig0
I  tariffgt
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v is0
I



  #   

  #   

……(30) 

……(31) 

where tariffgt  is the simple average tariff of HS 6-digit product g  in year t . v ig0
O

 and 

v ig0
I

 are firm i  's value of output and value of materials purchased in product g  in the 

initial year when firm i  first appears in the data. v igt
O

 and v igt
I

 are available in the 

Indonesian Manufacturing Survey data. Using the initial weight therefore alleviates the 

potential endogeneity problem if firms adjust these weights in response to changes in tariffs. 

Table 4 reports the results including  ln it1
O

 and  ln it1
I

. Column 1 includes only 

 ln it1
O

 and column 2 includes only  ln it1
I

. The effect of GQCit1  on  ln TFPit  

is almost invariant. In column 3, we include output and input tariffs, and the estimates of 

  remain consistent and robust. That including output and input tariffs seldom changes 

the magnitude of the estimated   suggests that the impact of tariffs is likely to be 

orthogonal to the quality competition shock from China in which we are interested. 

Moreover, the insignificant effects of output and input tariffs on firm-level TFP might be 

because tariffs over the sample period remain quite stable. The average firm-level output 

tariff decreases by only 1.5%, and the average firm-level input tariff decreases by only 

0.3%. The lack of variations in output and input tariffs give rise to the imprecise and 

insignificant effects of  ln it1
O

 and  ln it1
I

 on firm-level TFP growth. 

Columns 4 to 6 provide robustness checks by using alternative tariff measures. Namely, 

we replace tariffgt , the simple-average tariff of HS 6-digit product g  in year t , by 

tariffgt
W

, the weighted average tariff of HS 6-digit product g  in year t , and generate 

ln it1
O,W

 and ln it1
I,W

. The results remain almost identical to those in columns 1 to 3. 

[Table 4 here] 

Since we are interested in quality competition from China, nothing prevents the 

possibility that other countries are also generating quality competition effects that also 

improve firm TFP. Moreover if, for some industries, Indonesian consumers’ preference for 

quality increases, then consequently, on the one hand, import quality in these industries 

may increase as a result of the increase in preference for quality, while on the other hand, 

firm TFP in these industries can also increase due to the higher quality standard desired by 



consumers. Such a demand-driven connection between  ln TFPit  and GQCit1  is 

theoretically plausible, but is in contrast to our hypothesis, where we argue that quality 

competition from China is the cause rather than a co-varying variable of  ln TFPit . 

Because of the concerns above, it is crucial for us to control for the quality of imports 

from other countries. On the one hand, this will ensure that our measure GQC  indeed 

captures the quality competition shock from China, rather than a universal increase in 

import quality from around the world. On the other hand, an indicator of the quality of 

imports is useful in controlling (if any) the demand-driven components that affect import 

quality and local firm TFP simultaneously, leaving the variations that we exploit in the 

estimation purely supply-driven by China. 

We construct two indicators to capture the overall quality of imports. Specifically, 

OQC it1
FR 


g

v ig0
O  qualgt

FR


s

v is0
O

OQC it1
UV 


g

v ig0
O  qualgt

UV


s

v is0
O

  #   

  #   
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……(33) 

 

 OQCit1
FR

 is the firm-level weighted average quality of imports, where initial weights 

are used. qualgt
FR

 is the quality of Indonesia’s imports of HS 6-digit product g  in year t , 

as measured by Feenstra and Romalis (2014). 17  An alternative measure, OQCit1
UV

, 

replaces qualgt
FR

 with qualgt
UV

, the unit value of Indonesia’s imports of HS 6-digit product 

g  in year t . We include these quality measures in our baseline specification.18 

In Table 5, we report the results when OQCit1
FR

 and OQCit1
UV

 are used. Columns 1 

and 2 show that the point estimate of   does not deviate from the previous results, while 

OQCit1
FR

 and OQCit1
UV

 do not yield any significant impact on ln TFPit . One implication 

                                                   
17 As the quality of imports measured by Feenstra and Romalis (2014) is at the SITC rev.2 4-digit level, 

we use the concordance between SITC 4-digit and HS 6-digit to construct the quality of Indonesia’s 

imports at the HS 6-digit level. 
18 We do not use the quality estimates as in Khandelwal, Schott, and Wei (2013) and Fan, Li, and 

Yeaple (2015, 2018), because their approaches are suitable to identify the quality of an individual variety 

up to some normalization within a destination-year combination. As a result, the average quality of all 

varieties selling in a destination cannot be identified. 

 

 



is that the impact of GQCit1  on  ln TFPit  is mainly driven by a supply-side China 

shock rather than a supply-side global shock in quality, or any Indonesian demand shocks. 

Columns 3 and 4 perform another set of robustness checks by replacing FIEit , FXit , 

and FMit  by the corresponding continuous share measures between 0 and 1. The 

estimated   remains similar in significance and magnitude to those in the other 

specifications. We define the specification in column 4 in Table 5 as our main specification 

and adopt such a specification in the following analysis. 

[Table 5 here] 

4.3 Channels and Mechanisms 

Our baseline results deliver robust and consistent impact of quality competition from China 

on Indonesian firm TFP. In this subsection, we explore various channels and mechanisms 

through which this impact could be rationalized. We first investigate whether the trade 

status of a firm would affect the impact of quality competition. We then examine the 

competition and product turnover channels. We finally consider whether the effect 

primarily stems from the intensive margin or the extensive margin. 

4.3.1 Trade Status and TFP 

A firm can be an exporter or importer, and its trade status may affect how the quality 

competition shock from China transmits to the firm level. An exporter might feature 

geographic diversification and therefore be able to skew its sales toward other markets 

when quality competition from China is particularly tough in some market. Thus, the 

impact of GQC  on  ln TFPit  might be smaller for exporters compared with non-

exporters. An importer can get access to imported inputs more easily and thus could 

leverage this advantage to improve its TFP. Therefore, the impact of GQC  on 

 ln TFPit  might be larger for importers compared with non-importers. We therefore 

estimate the following specification: 

 ln TFPit    GQC it1  E  GQC it1  FXit  I  GQC it1  FMit

 Xit  rt  it   #   

……(34) 

Specifically, we interact GQCit1  with export status and import status, respectively, 

to allow for heterogeneous effects of GQCit1  on different groups of firms. The 

estimation results are reported in Table 6. Columns 1 to 3 include GQCit1  FXit , 

GQCit1  FMit , and both, respectively. It is worth noting that the estimated   remains 

positive and significant. E  is negative, while I  is positive, but both coefficients are 

not significant across all specifications. Therefore, the trade status of a firm is not a key 

mechanism through which firm TFP is affected by quality competition from China. In 



columns 4 to 6, we adopt foreign-owned share, export share, and import share to replace 

FIEit , FXit , and FMit , and the main results remain invariant. 

[Table 6 here] 

4.3.2 Competition 

We next examine whether the competition channel is in force. For each ISIC 2-digit 

industry, we calculate the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI henceforth) based on gross 

output. We then divide all industries into “low HHI” and “high HHI” categories, based on 

whether the value of the HHI exceeds 0.1 (the 75% quantile) or not. Intuitively, a less 

concentrated industry is more likely to foster the pro-competitive channel when faced with 

intense quality competition from China. To examine this hypothesis, we estimate our main 

specification for the low HHI and high HHI subsamples separately. 

Columns 1 to 3 in Table 7 report the results. In column 1, where the low HHI sample is 

used, GQCit1  yields a significantly positive effect on ln TFPit . In contrast, in column 

2, where the high HHI sample is used, the coefficient of GQCit1  is negative and not 

significant. In column 3, where we interact GQCit1  with a high HHI dummy, we find 

that the coefficient of GQCit1  is positive and significant at the 1% level, whereas the 

coefficient of the interaction term is negative and significant at the 5% level. This set of 

subsample analysis results supports the hypothesis that GQCit1  affects TFP via a pro-

competitive channel, and less concentrated industries are more likely to benefit from such 

pro-competitive effect. 

4.3.3 Product Turnover 

We examine another important mechanism of productivity improvement that has been 

advocated in the literature on international trade: product turnover. Bernard, Redding, and 

Schott (2010) and Mayer, Melitz, and Ottaviano (2014) highlight the product adding, 

dropping, and switching behaviors of multi-product firms and the implications on firm 

productivity of such within-firm reactions across products. In our context, when quality 

competition from China intensifies, multi-product firms may drop their marginal products 

that are far from the firms’ core competence and skew sales to their best products. Such 

product-level entry and exit could be an important source of productivity improvement at 

the firm level. We therefore divide the sample into multi-product firms and single-product 

firms based on the number of HS 6-digit products the firm is selling across all destinations. 

We then estimate our main specification for the two subsamples separately. 

Column 4 in Table 7 reports the results for multi-product firms. An increase in 

GQCit1  is associated with a significant increase in firm TFP at the 1% level. Column 5 

shows that this effect in the sample of single-product firms is also positive and significant 

at the 5% level. In column 6, we interact GQCit1  with a “multi-product” dummy. The 

coefficient of GQCit1  is positive and significant, and the coefficient of the interaction 



term is positive although not significant. Therefore, there is suggestive evidence that multi-

product firms have a larger margin of adjustment than single-product firms. 

[Table 7 here] 

We further directly examine whether an increase in GQCit1  induces firms to drop 

products. We estimate the following specification: 

Num_proit    GQCit1  Xit  l  rt  it   #   
……(35) 

where we now include 2-digit industry fixed effects, l . In columns 1 and 3 in Table 8, 

we use Poisson regression to estimate Equation (35), while in columns 2 and 4, we use 

negative binomial regression. In the first two columns, we include industry-specific fixed 

effects, and in the last two columns, we include industry-specific fixed effects and island-

year-specific fixed effects. The results show that an increase in GQCit1  is associated 

with a significant decrease in the number of products a firm produces. The evidence for 

product turnover implies that under a quality competition shock from China, Indonesian 

firms react by adjusting their product scopes, dropping marginal products and retaining 

their most competitive products. Through these product turnovers, firm TFPs increase, and 

this effect is mainly present in multi-product firms. 

[Table 8 here] 

4.3.4 Intensive Margin vs Extensive Margin 

We next discuss whether the firm TFP growth induced by quality competition from China 

happens on the intensive margin or the extensive margin. On the one hand, intensified 

competition forces firms to improve their productivity. On the other hand, tougher 

competition can also wipe out inefficient firms via the selection mechanism. 

We divide the sample into non-exit and exit subsamples according to whether the firm 

exits the market in the next period. We then estimate our main specification for the two 

subsamples. Columns 1 to 3 in Table 9 report the results. Such an analysis reveals that the 

intensive margin plays a major role in productivity growth in the face of quality 

competition from China. For the non-exit sample, an increase in GQCit1  is associated 

with a significant increase in firm TFP at the 1% level. In contrast, in the exit sample, the 

coefficient of GQCit1  is negative and insignificant. In column 3, we interact 

GQCit1  with the exit dummy. While the coefficient of GQCit1  is positive and 

remains significant at the 1% level, the coefficient of the interaction term is negative 

although insignificant. Our evidence shows that exiting firms fail to improve TFP when 

quality competition from China becomes tougher. 

To ensure the robustness of this result, we alternatively divide the sample into a 

“balanced” sample of firms that are active in all five years during 2008–12, and an 



“unbalanced sample” of the rest of the firms. The estimation results are very similar to 

those in columns 1 to 3 in Table 9. The analysis in this subsection implies that the 

improvement in TFP induced by quality competition from China can be primarily 

attributed to the contribution at the intensive margin. 

[Table 9 here] 

4.4 Robustness 

In this subsection, we present several robustness checks to ensure that our results are not 

driven by the particular choice of variables or specifications. 

Our key dependent variable of interest is firm TFP, which is calculated via the Olley and 

Pakes (1996) algorithm. In Table 10, we adopt three alternative measures of firm TFP: 

labor productivity, TFP calculated via Levinsohn and Petrin’s (2003) algorithm (LP 

henceforth), and TFP calculated via Ackerberg, Caves, and Frazer’s (2015) algorithm 

(ACF henceforth). Specifically, labor productivity is calculated as value added per worker, 

while LP TFP and ACF TFP are calculated by running the LP and ACF algorithms for each 

ISIC 2-digit industry, respectively. 

Table 10 reports the results using alternative measures of TFP. We also include each 

firm’s capital-labor ratio as a control variable. In all columns, the effect of GQCit1  on 

TFP remains positive and significant at least at the 10% level. Therefore, our main results 

are robust to the choice of dependent variable. 

[Table 10 here] 

One might worry that some industry-specific intercepts or trends that are correlated with 

our key independent variable, GQCit1 , are driving our results. In particular, if some 

industries experience faster technology advancement globally, we may observe both faster 

TFP growth of Indonesian firms and faster export quality growth of Chinese firms for that 

industry. Furthermore, it may also be argued that inclusion of industry-specific intercepts 

is necessary to make firm-level TFP across different industries comparable. To address 

these concerns, we include industry-specific fixed effects and industry-year-specific fixed 

effects in our regressions. Table 11 reports the results. In columns 1 and 2, we include 

industry-specific fixed effects. An increase in GQCit1  is associated with a significant 

increase in  ln TFPit  at the 1% level. In columns 3 and 4, we switch to industry-year-

specific fixed effects and find that the effect of GQCit1  on  ln TFPit  remains 

positive and significant at the 1% level. Therefore, our results are not driven by any 

industry-specific common trends. 

[Table 11 here] 

We finally experiment with alternative specifications in Table 12. In columns 1 and 2, 

we report the results of adding firm-specific fixed effects. The effect of GQCit1  on 



 ln TFPit  is still positive and significant at the 1% level, and the magnitude of the 

estimated coefficient increases. In columns 3 and 4, we replicate our baseline specification 

based on two-period difference. The effect remains positive and significant at the 1% level. 

In columns 5 and 6, we add firm-specific fixed effects in the two-period difference 

specification. The same message is preserved. Our main results are thus robust to 

alternative specifications. 

[Table 12 here] 

5 Concluding Remarks 

China’s rapid export growth generates various economic outcomes and policy concerns for 

countries around the world. In this paper, we pay particular attention to variation in China’s 

export quality, and study how quality competition from China affects Indonesian firm 

productivity. We construct a firm-specific indicator that measures the quality competition 

from China faced by an Indonesian firm in the global market (the domestic and export 

markets), based on the theoretical framework that stresses firms’ optimal quality choice as 

the outcome of the trade-off between production cost and per-unit trade cost. We take 

advantage of the variation over time in the firm-specific quality competition measure and 

estimate its impact on individual firm TFP for Indonesia. 

Our results suggest that higher global quality competition from China induces an 

Indonesian firm to improve its TFP, a pro-competitive effect stemming from variation in 

the quality of competitors. The results are robust when we control for the potential effects 

of the output tariff, input tariff, and quality competition from other countries. We further 

confirm the pro-competitive effect by showing that such an effect is more likely to emerge 

for less concentrated industries, and multi-product firms react to increased global quality 

competition from China by dropping products. We also find that such an effect mainly 

exists in continuing firms. Our study suggests a new dimension in understanding the impact 

of China’s export growth, and a source of productivity gains from trade related to the 

quality margin. 
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6 Appendix A: Step 4 in Estimating Export Quality 

We propose a five-step iteration procedure to estimate quality. Among the five steps, Step 

4 includes estimation of Equation (18) using a two-stage control function approach 

proposed by ACF (2015) to mitigate the simultaneity problem. 

ln Qjkgt
  1  g ln qjkgt

  g lnjgt  gg ln Kjkgt  g1  g ln Ljkgt

 

We describe this approach in detail in this appendix. Throughout this appendix, the two-

stage estimation is done for each HS 4-digit product separately, so we abstract the subscript 

g  for conciseness. 

We first rewrite the equation (log quality unit g) as Equation (A1): 

yjkt  k  k jkt  l  ljkt   jt  jkt     A1
……(A1) 

 yjkt  is ln Qjkt
  1  g ln qjkgt


. k jkt , and ljkt  are simply the log form of K jkt  

and Ljkt .  jt  is k  l lnjt  and jkt  is the idiosyncratic random shocks due to 

measurement errors. Both  jt  and jkt  are unobserved. 

  jt  is likely to be correlated with k jkt  and ljkt  and therefore induces endogeneity. 

We follow ACF (2015) to introduce an observable input demand proxy variable m jkt  

which satisfies Equation (A2): 

m jkt  g jt, k jkt, ljkt     A2
……(A2) 

Equation (A2) states that conditional on k jkt  and ljkt , intermediate input m jkt  is the 

function of  jt . We impose the following assumption. 

Assumption A1. Conditional on k jkt  and ljkt , mjkt  gjt, k jkt, ljkt  is invertible 

in  jt . 

Under the assumption that gjt, k jkt, ljkt  is conditionally invertible, we can transform 

 jt  into Equation (A3): 

 jt  g
1m jkt, k jkt, ljkt     A3

……(A3) 

And we proxy m jkgt  by: 



m jkgt  ln
Rjkgt


Rjt
  Mjt

 

 Mjt  is the absolute value of real intermediate inputs, which is obtained from the ASM 

data set. Rjkgt


 is the total value of sales of firm j  in product g  to destination k  in year 

t , while 
Rjt
  

k,g
Rjkgt


. 

Plugging Equation (A2) into Equation (A1), we obtain: 

yjkt  kk jkt  lljkt  g
1m jkt, k jkt, ljkt  jkt  m jkt, k jkt, ljkt  jkt     A4

……(A

4) 

We use third-order polynomials of mjkt, k jkt, ljkt  to non-parametrically approximate 

mjkt, k jkt, ljkt . Therefore, estimating Equation (A4) generates an estimated 

jkt  mjkt, k jkt, ljkt  of  jkt . This completes the first-stage estimation. 

Before we proceed to the second-stage estimation, we specify that the production 

efficiency lnjt  follows an AR(1) process, which is equivalent to the claim that  jt  

follows an AR(1) process: 

 jt   jt1  jt

 

 jt  is the innovation in production efficiency orthogonal to  jt1 . Therefore, the 

following moment condition holds: 

Ejt  jkt|Ijkt1  0 
 

Eyjkt  kk jkt  lljkt  jkt1  kk jkt1  lljkt1|Ijkt1  0     A5
……(A5) 

We define yjt , jt1 , k jtt1  and ljtt1  : 

yjt  
kjt

yjkt; jt1  
kjt

 jkt1

k jtt1  
kjt

k jktt1; ljtt1  
kjt

ljktt1;

 



 jt  is the set of destinations where firm j  sells (product g  ) in year t . Summing 

Equation (A5) within each firm-year combination across destination k  generates the 

following moment condition, Equation (A6): 

Eyjt  kk jt  lljt  jt1  kk jt1  lljt1|Ijt1  0     A6
……(A6) 

Following ACF (2015), we specify Ijt1  1, k jt, ljt, jt1, k jt1, ljt1 . Therefore, we 

use nonlinear least squares to estimate Equation (A7) to complete the second-stage 

estimation. 

yjt  kk jt  lljt  jt1  kk jt1  lljt1  jt     A7
……(A7) 

 
jt  jt  

kjt

jkt
. This procedure jointly estimates k  and l . So 


 


k 


l  and 

 

k

 . We can proceed to calculate the estimated value for 

lnjt , as in Equation (A8): 

lnjt 
yjt 


k  k jt 


l  ljt


  

k
1k  jt

    A8

……(A8) 

 

 1k  jt  is a dummy variable indicating whether destination k  is among one of 

the destinations where firm j  sells (product g ) in year t . We implement this control 

function approach for each HS 4-digit product to get 

 g , 

g , and lnjgt . 

  



7 Appendix B: Production Function Estimation 

We augment the Olley-Pakes algorithm with export/import status and year-specific effects 

to estimate the following production function for Indonesian firms: 

yit  kk it  llit  m m it   it  it     B1
……(B1) 

where the productivity  it  follows a first-order Markov process: 

 it  h it1  it

 

with it  being a mean-zero shock conditional on  it1 . 

The augmented procedure consists of three stages. In the first stage, we specify the 

control function using firm investment as a proxy variable and use a nonparametric 

function to control for simultaneity bias when estimating l  and m . In the second stage, 

we estimate the survival probability of a firm. In the third stage, we incorporate the survival 

probability and the control function to estimate k  consistently. 

Stage 1. According to Olley and Pakes (1996), a firm’s investment Iit  is an increasing 

function of productivity  it  and capital stock k it . Meanwhile, the firm’s investment can 

also be affected by its export/import decision and aggregate shocks, as suggested by Amiti 

and Konings (2007). We therefore specify the following investment function: 

Iit  I it, k it, FXit, FMit, t     B2
……(B2) 

 FXit  and FMit  are dummies equal to one when i  is an exporter and importer, 

respectively, in year t . t  are year dummies. We implicitly assume that export/import 

status is predetermined, as in Amiti and Konings (2007). If I  is invertible in  it , then 

we have 

 it  I1Iit, k it, FXit, FMit, t     B3
……(B3) 

Inserting Equation (B3) into Equation (B1), we have 

yit  llit  m m it  gIit, k it, FXit, FMit, t  it     B4
……(B4) 

with gIit, k it, FXit, FMit, t  kk it  I1Iit, k it, FXit, FMit, t. 

Following Olley and Pakes (1996) and Amiti and Konings (2007), we use higher 

polynomials of Iit, k it, FXit, FMit, t  to non-parametrically approximate 



gIit, k it, FXit, FMit, t . We can therefore consistently estimate l  and m  in Equation 

(B4). We also obtain consistent estimates of gIit, k it, FXit, FMit, t , 

g it . 

Stage 2. Before we can consistently estimate k , we need to take care of the potential 

selection bias stemming from the firm’s exit decision. We first estimate a probit model as 

follow: 

Survivalit  fk it1 , Iit1     B5
……(B5) 

 Survivalit  is a dummy equal to one if i  is still active in t  and equal to zero if i  is 

not active in t . fk it1, Iit1  is again nonparametrically approximated by higher 

polynomials of k it1 , Iit1 . We can therefore obtain an estimate of firm i  's survival 

probability in year t , 

p it . 

Stage 3. We define rit  yit 

llit 


m mit . Since the firm’s investment decision 

is also affected by future survival probability 

p it , we have 

rit  kk it  I1Iit, k it, FXit, FMit, t

 kk it  h it1  it  it

 kk it  Fg it1  kk it1 ,

p it  it  it     B6

……(B6) 

Again, we use higher polynomials of git1  kk it1,

p it  to approximate 

Fgit1  kk it1,

pit , and nonlinear least squares to estimate Equation (B6). This 

generates a consistent estimate of k . 

We perform the procedures above for each ISIC rev.4 2-digit industry.  



8 Tables 

Table 1. Price and Measured Quality of Chinese Products 

 Dependent variable: ln uv jkgt  

Explanatory variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 ln zjkgt   1.066*** 1.068*** 1.203*** 1.200*** 

 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

 Diffg   0.946*** 0.921***   

 (0.004) (0.004)   

 ln zjkgt  Diffg   0.199*** 0.192*** 0.030*** 0.033*** 

 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Year fixed effects No Yes Yes No 

Product fixed effects No No Yes No 

Product-destination-year fixed effects No No No Yes 

Observations 7,639,763 7,639,763 7,639,763 7,639,763 

R-squared 0.880 0.882 0.965 0.972 

Note: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 

10% level, respectively. 

  



Table 2. Evolution of Indonesian TFP and Quality Competition: 2008–12 

  ln TFPit  ln TFPit
Normalized

 GQCit  

Year Obs. Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median 

2008 6,133 3.220 3.120 -0.085 -0.114 0.957 0.777 

2009 6,580 3.324 3.190 -0.070 -0.071 0.984 0.779 

2010 6,485 3.299 3.165 0.018 -0.034 0.959 0.789 

2011 7,094 3.423 3.207 0.033 -0.012 0.954 0.843 

2012 7,163 3.526 3.335 0.087 0.032 1.096 0.974 

 

  



Table 3. Baseline Results 

 Dependent variable:  ln TFPit  

Explanatory variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 GQCit1   0.047*** 0.047*** 0.047*** 0.046*** 0.045*** 0.046*** 

 (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.012) (0.013) 

       

 FIEit  1    -0.017  -0.004 -0.004 -0.004 

if foreign share > 10%  (0.016)  (0.018) (0.018) (0.018) 

       

 FXit  1     -0.010 -0.010 -0.011 -0.011 

if export share > 0%   (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) 

       

 FMit  1     -0.019 -0.018 -0.017 -0.016 

if import share > 0%   (0.012) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) 

       

Year fixed effects No No No No Yes No 

Island-year fixed effects No No No No No Yes 

Observations 13,444 13,444 13,444 13,444 13,444 13,444 

R-squared 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.005 

Note: The first-difference removes firm-specific fixed effects in Equation (28). Robust standard errors 

corrected for clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 

5%, and 10% level, respectively. 

  



Table 4. Controlling for Output and Input Tariffs 

 Dependent variable:  ln TFPit  

Explanatory variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 GQCit1   0.046*** 0.046*** 0.046*** 0.046*** 0.046*** 0.046*** 

 (0.013) (0.012) (0.013) (0.013) (0.012) (0.013) 

  ln it1
O

  0.555  0.545    

 (0.416)  (0.415)    

  ln it1
I

   0.528 0.541    

  (0.766) (0.777)    

  ln it1
O,W

  
   0.540  0.532 

    (0.413)  (0.413) 

  ln it1
I,W

  
    0.313 0.311 

     (0.795) (0.811) 

 FIEit  1   -0.007 -0.003 -0.006 -0.007 -0.004 -0.007 

if foreign share > 10% (0.020) (0.018) (0.020) (0.020) (0.018) (0.020) 

 FXit  1   -0.010 -0.010 -0.009 -0.010 -0.011 -0.009 

if export share > 0% (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) 

 FMit  1   -0.016 -0.016 -0.016 -0.016 -0.016 -0.016 

if import share > 0% (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) 

Island-year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 12,708 13,444 12,708 12,708 13,444 12,708 

R-squared 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 

Note: The first-difference removes firm-specific fixed effects in Equation (28). Robust standard errors 

corrected for clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 

5%, and 10% level, respectively. 

  



Table 5. Control for Quality Competition from Other Countries 

 Dependent variable:  ln TFPit  

Explanatory variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 GQCit1   0.046*** 0.046*** 0.046*** 0.046*** 

 (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) 

  ln it1
O

  0.518 0.543 0.516 0.542 

 (0.416) (0.415) (0.416) (0.416) 

  ln it1
I

  0.583 0.543 0.578 0.538 

 (0.780) (0.777) (0.781) (0.778) 

 OQCit1
FR

  -0.033  -0.033  

 (0.033)  (0.033)  

 OQCit1
UV

   0.002  0.002 

  (0.008)  (0.008) 

 FIEit  1   -0.007 -0.006   

if foreign share > 10% (0.020) (0.020)   

 FXit  1   -0.009 -0.009   

if export share > 0% (0.012) (0.012)   

 FMit  1   -0.017 -0.016   

if import share > 0% (0.014) (0.014)   

Foreign share   -0.011 -0.010 

   (0.022) (0.022) 

Export share   -0.019 -0.018 

   (0.019) (0.019) 

Import share   -0.021 -0.021 

   (0.024) (0.024) 

Island-year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 12,708 12,708 12,708 12,708 

R-squared 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 

Note: The first-difference removes firm-specific fixed effects in Equation (28). Robust standard errors 

corrected for clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 

5%, and 10% level, respectively. 

  



Table 6. Interaction with Export and Import Status 

 Dependent variable:  ln TFPit  

Explanatory variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 GQCit1   0.057*** 0.042*** 0.053*** 0.049*** 0.042*** 0.044*** 

 (0.014) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) 

 FXit  1   -0.011  -0.009    

if export share > 0% (0.012)  (0.012)    

 GQCit1  FXit   -0.041  -0.044    

 (0.028)  (0.031)    

Export share    -0.019  -0.018 

    (0.019)  (0.019) 

 GQCit1   export share    -0.060  -0.074 

    (0.052)  (0.055) 

 FMit  1    -0.018 -0.016    

if import share > 0%  (0.014) (0.014)    

 GQCit1  FMit    0.020 0.027    

  (0.038) (0.039)    

Import share     -0.023 -0.021 

     (0.024) (0.024) 

 GQCit1   import share     0.038 0.051 

     (0.050) (0.052) 

 FIEit  1   -0.014 -0.009 -0.006    

if foreign share > 10% (0.018) (0.019) (0.020)    

Foreign share    -0.017 -0.016 -0.010 

    (0.020) (0.021) (0.022) 

Tariff and quality controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Island-year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 12,708 12,708 12,708 12,708 12,708 12,708 

R-squared 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 

Note: The first-difference removes firm-specific fixed effects in Equation (28). Robust standard errors 

corrected for clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 
5%, and 10% level, respectively. 



Table 7. Channels and Mechanisms: Competition and Product Turnover 

 Dependent variable:  ln TFPit  

 Low HHI High HHI Full sample Multi-prod Sing. prod Full sample 

Explanatory variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 GQCit1   0.052*** -0.037 0.052*** 0.068*** 0.039** 0.039** 

 (0.013) (0.035) (0.013) (0.020) (0.015) (0.015) 

 HHI_high     -0.007    

   (0.026)    

 GQCit1  HHI_high     -0.089**    

   (0.035)    

 Multi_product        0.006 

      (0.011) 

 

GQCit1  Multi_product   

     0.029 

      (0.025) 

  ln it1
O

  0.743* -2.856 0.582 0.777 0.402 0.537 

 (0.413) (2.531) (0.415) (0.635) (0.536) (0.416) 

  ln it1
I

  0.316 2.377 0.502 -0.699 0.918 0.558 

 (0.804) (3.078) (0.778) (1.576) (0.888) (0.779) 

 OQC_UVit1   0.002 -0.001 0.002 -0.009 0.010 0.003 

 (0.008) (0.026) (0.008) (0.012) (0.009) (0.008) 

Foreign share 0.013 -0.149** -0.008 0.001 -0.030 -0.008 

 (0.021) (0.065) (0.020) (0.027) (0.029) (0.019) 

Export share -0.015 0.054 -0.009 -0.001 -0.018 -0.010 

 (0.013) (0.047) (0.012) (0.016) (0.017) (0.012) 

Import share -0.021 0.013 -0.016 -0.008 -0.026 -0.017 

 (0.015) (0.056) (0.014) (0.021) (0.021) (0.014) 

Island-year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 11,801 907 12,708 4,891 7,817 12,708 

R-squared 0.006 0.039 0.005 0.007 0.005 0.005 

Note: The first-difference removes firm-specific fixed effects in Equation (28). Robust standard errors 
corrected for clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 

5%, and 10% level, respectively. 



Table 8. Adjustment of Product Scope 

 Dependent variable: Number of products 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Explanatory variable Poisson Neg. binomial Poisson Neg. binomial 

 GQCit1   -0.023* -0.017* -0.026* -0.016* 

 (0.013) (0.009) (0.014) (0.009) 

  ln it1
O

  1.378 0.780 1.282 0.846 

 (0.874) (0.667) (0.944) (0.704) 

  ln it1
I

  1.590 0.982 1.412 0.929 

 (1.652) (0.899) (1.651) (0.918) 

 OQCit1
UV

  0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 

 (0.021) (0.011) (0.021) (0.011) 

Foreign share 0.256*** 0.269*** 0.249*** 0.260*** 

 (0.083) (0.069) (0.082) (0.066) 

Export share 1.595*** 1.668*** 1.580*** 1.648*** 

 (0.066) (0.064) (0.063) (0.061) 

Import share 0.310*** 0.246*** 0.343*** 0.282*** 

 (0.093) (0.068) (0.091) (0.066) 

ISIC 2-digit fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Island-year fixed effects No No Yes Yes 

Observations 12,708 12,708 12,708 12,708 

Note: The first-difference removes firm-specific fixed effects in Equation (28). Robust standard errors 

corrected for clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 

5%, and 10% level, respectively. 

  



Table 9. Channels and Mechanisms: Intensive or Extensive Margin 

 Dependent variable:  ln TFPit  

 Non-exit Exit Full sample Unbalance Balance Full sample 

Explanatory variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 GQCit1   0.050*** -0.019 0.050*** 0.031 0.053*** 0.052*** 

 (0.014) (0.049) (0.014) (0.029) (0.014) (0.014) 

 Exit it     0.027    

   (0.032)    

 GQCit1  Exit it     -0.064    

   (0.047)    

 Unbalancedi        -0.011 

      (0.013) 

 

GQCit1  Unbalancedi   

     -0.021 

      (0.032) 

  ln it1
O

  0.465 -0.512 0.416 -0.374 0.734* 0.536 

 (0.416) (1.837) (0.412) (1.077) (0.434) (0.416) 

  ln it1
I

  0.822 -3.835* 0.540 -2.950** 1.081 0.516 

 (0.820) (2.024) (0.782) (1.390) (0.852) (0.775) 

 OQC_UVit1   -0.005 0.020 -0.001 0.006 -0.000 0.002 

 (0.009) (0.027) (0.009) (0.014) (0.009) (0.008) 

 FIEit  1   -0.007 0.123 0.003 -0.026 -0.000 -0.007 

if foreign share > 10% (0.026) (0.163) (0.027) (0.055) (0.020) (0.020) 

 FXit  1   0.007 -0.110* -0.007 -0.002 -0.011 -0.010 

if export share > 0% (0.016) (0.065) (0.016) (0.026) (0.014) (0.012) 

 FMit  1   -0.044** 0.098 -0.031 -0.028 -0.011 -0.016 

if import share > 0% (0.019) (0.093) (0.019) (0.038) (0.014) (0.014) 

Island-year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 7,288 1,052 8,340 3,507 9,201 12,708 

R-squared 0.007 0.011 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.005 

Note: The first-difference removes firm-specific fixed effects in Equation (28). Robust standard errors 

corrected for clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 

5%, and 10% level, respectively. 



Table 10. Alternative Measures and Controls 

Dependent variable:   Labor productivity  ln TFPit  by LP  ln TFPit  by ACF 

Explanatory variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 GQCit1   0.053*** 0.053*** 0.042*** 0.042*** 0.039* 0.039* 

 (0.020) (0.020) (0.014) (0.014) (0.021) (0.021) 

  ln it1
O

  0.626 0.639 0.710* 0.698 0.844 0.823 

 (0.600) (0.600) (0.429) (0.428) (0.580) (0.578) 

  ln it1
I

  1.321 1.336 1.033 1.019 1.125 1.101 

 (0.915) (0.915) (1.289) (1.291) (0.953) (0.954) 

 OQC_UVit1   0.002 0.002 0.009 0.009 -0.008 -0.008 

 (0.012) (0.012) (0.007) (0.007) (0.013) (0.013) 

 Kit1/Lit1    -0.011  0.012  0.022* 

  (0.011)  (0.008)  (0.012) 

 FIEit  1   -0.026 -0.027 -0.023 -0.022 -0.007 -0.006 

if foreign share > 10% (0.025) (0.025) (0.020) (0.021) (0.026) (0.026) 

 FXit  1   -0.027* -0.026* -0.006 -0.006 -0.021 -0.021 

if export share > 0% (0.016) (0.016) (0.012) (0.012) (0.017) (0.017) 

 FMit  1   -0.001 -0.001 -0.019 -0.019 0.011 0.011 

if import share > 0% (0.019) (0.019) (0.015) (0.015) (0.020) (0.020) 

Island-year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 12,319 12,319 12,696 12,696 12,696 12,696 

R-squared 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.004 0.005 

Note: The first-difference removes firm-specific fixed effects in Equation (28). Robust standard errors 

corrected for clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 

5%, and 10% level, respectively. 

  



Table 11. Industry-Specific Fixed Effects 

 Dependent variable:  ln TFPit  

Explanatory variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 GQCit1   0.045*** 0.045*** 0.042*** 0.042*** 

 (0.012) (0.012) (0.013) (0.013) 

  ln it1
O

  -0.113 -0.133 -0.224 -0.239 

 (0.468) (0.467) (0.506) (0.505) 

  ln it1
I

  0.870 0.849 0.489 0.460 

 (0.742) (0.744) (0.742) (0.744) 

 OQC_UVit1   -0.005 -0.005 -0.008 -0.008 

 (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) 

 Kit1/Lit1    0.019**  0.017** 

  (0.008)  (0.008) 

 FIEit  1   -0.040* -0.039* -0.039* -0.038* 

if foreign share > 10% (0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021) 

 FXit  1   -0.009 -0.009 -0.013 -0.013 

if export share > 0% (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012) 

 FMit  1   -0.043*** -0.043*** -0.041*** -0.041*** 

if import share > 0% (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) 

ISIC 2-digit fixed effects Yes Yes No No 

ISIC 2-digit-year fixed effects No No Yes Yes 

Island-year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 12,708 12,708 12,708 12,708 

R-squared 0.040 0.041 0.054 0.055 

Note: The first-difference removes firm-specific fixed effects in Equation (28). Robust standard errors 

corrected for clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 

5%, and 10% level, respectively. 

  



Table 12. Alternative Specifications 

 Dependent variable:  ln TFPit  

 1-period difference 2-period difference 

Explanatory variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 GQCit1   0.052*** 0.052*** 0.057*** 0.056*** 0.066*** 0.064*** 

 (0.012) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.016) (0.017) 

  ln it1
O

   0.301  0.108  -0.316 

  (0.634)  (0.642)  (0.711) 

  ln it1
I

   0.295  -0.306  0.168 

  (1.108)  (1.332)  (1.762) 

 OQC_UVit1    -0.005  -0.001  0.001 

  (0.009)  (0.010)  (0.014) 

 FIEit  1   -0.259* -0.294* -0.048 -0.048 -1.435** -1.546** 

if foreign share > 10% (0.142) (0.157) (0.039) (0.044) (0.703) (0.772) 

 FXit  1   -0.021 -0.021 0.014 0.019 0.000 -0.000 

if export share > 0% (0.029) (0.029) (0.023) (0.025) (0.092) (0.092) 

 FMit  1   -0.107* -0.127* 0.055** 0.060** 0.025 0.000 

if import share > 0% (0.065) (0.069) (0.026) (0.027) (0.230) (0.244) 

Island-year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Firm fixed effects Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 

Observations 13,444 12,708 7,722 7,288 7,722 7,288 

R-squared 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.016 0.017 

Note: The first-difference removes firm-specific fixed effects in Equation (28). Robust standard errors 

corrected for clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 

5%, and 10% level, respectively. 

  



Table A1. Evolution of Median Export Quality from China, 2008–12, by CIC 2-Digit 

CIC 2-digit 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2012-2007 

Processing of food 13 0.544 0.573 0.673 0.719 0.637 0.093 

Manufacturing of food 14 0.600 0.515 0.550 0.568 0.572 -0.028 

Beverage 15 0.681 0.603 0.628 0.629 0.729 0.048 

Textile 17 0.904 0.877 0.894 0.905 0.929 0.025 

Apparel 18 1.289 1.278 1.312 1.369 1.368 0.079 

Leather 19 1.426 1.663 1.601 1.703 1.732 0.306 

Wood 20 0.935 0.957 1.009 0.990 1.084 0.149 

Furniture 21 1.970 2.012 1.980 1.993 2.020 0.050 

Paper 22 1.224 1.308 1.220 1.288 1.359 0.135 

Printing 23 1.900 1.971 1.892 1.890 1.980 0.080 

Cultural & sports 24 1.313 1.329 1.276 1.389 1.400 0.087 

Petroleum 25 0.182 0.131 0.231 0.076 -0.138 -0.320 

Chemical 26 0.840 0.835 0.867 0.829 0.810 -0.030 

Medicine 27 1.439 1.541 1.540 1.233 1.339 -0.100 

Chemical fiber 28 0.675 0.650 0.646 0.757 0.833 0.158 

Rubber 29 1.191 1.102 1.183 1.098 1.119 -0.072 

Plastic 30 1.271 1.313 1.341 1.346 1.373 0.102 

Non-metallic 31 0.971 0.931 1.026 0.891 0.933 -0.038 

Ferrous metals 32 0.504 0.405 0.365 0.371 0.384 -0.120 

Non-ferrous metals 33 . 1.873 0.956 0.867 0.907 . 

Metal products 34 1.213 1.213 1.210 1.239 1.273 0.060 

General machinery 35 1.574 1.575 1.619 1.610 1.706 0.132 

Special machinery 36 2.008 2.017 2.005 1.995 2.129 0.121 

Transportation vehicle 37 1.466 1.472 1.478 1.457 1.521 0.055 

Electrical 40 1.255 1.279 1.236 1.264 1.305 0.050 

Communication & computers 41 2.008 2.053 2.068 2.118 2.231 0.223 

Measuring & office 42 1.707 1.841 1.734 2.005 2.108 0.401 

Artwork & other 43 1.324 1.280 1.313 1.334 1.318 -0.006 

Note: "." indicates missing value. 

  



9 Figure 

 

Figure 1. Global Quality Competition Index and Normalized Log TFP 
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